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In the last post I spoke about how speech and silence are interpreted differently 
across cultures and considered ways to use this knowledge to improve cross-cultural 
communication. A second theme where there are differences between how people 
communicate across cultures is hierarchy, or the level of formalized status in a 
society that you are expected to acknowledge and observe. A hierarchical culture 
has obvious expressions of status difference. High status people have specific 
attitudes and behaviours with regard to lower status people within that culture. In a 
hierarchical culture it is considered appropriate to treat people of lower status much 
differently than they would treat high status people, giving them direct orders, either 
explaining very little or carefully explaining every detail in case they don’t get it right, 
assigning blame, not using polite words in their speech with them, and assuming that 
lower status people will do what they are told because that is their place in 
society.  When people from another culture do not observe these expected 
behaviours, people from hierarchical societies feel that disrespect has occurred. 
  



These same expected behaviours in hierarchical societies shock people from more 
egalitarian societies who tend to have a hidden formal structure and to consider 
respectful tone and language necessary for all classes and job titles, even though 
there is still the expectation that you never disrespect the boss. In the physical 
workplace, hierarchical structures are clear to the observer. They always have the 
high status people in the best offices and farther away from the front line. High status 
jobs do not do low status jobs. In egalitarian societies, you are also expected to do 
what your manager tells you to do, but you may divide certain unpleasant jobs 
between you, could both make coffee for clients or have offices that show no obvious 
difference in status.  
  
An example to show how it looks when hierarchical and egalitarian cultural 
expectations collide, is found in Lionel Laroche and Caroline Yang’s most recent 
book, Danger and Opportunity: Bridging cultural diversity for competitive advantage. 
A pharmacist from the Middle East had an intercultural “aha” moment after observing 
a Canadian colleague throwing crumpled papers into a full waste basket where they 
continue to bounce out. After missing the bin, the Canadian pharmacist got up twice 
and placed the paper in the bin. The reason this was so significant for the Middle 
Eastern pharmacist was that in his country, he would never have gotten up to deal 
with the missed paper ball. He would have snapped his fingers to bring one of his 
lower status employees to ask him what he needed. At that point, he would have 
instructed his low status employee to empty the garbage bin. When the Middle 
Eastern pharmacist saw that in Canada this did not happen, he realized there were 
cultural differences between the two countries even though he did not yet know what 
they were or how to explain them. (In my office culture, anyone who sees a full 
garbage can empties it - egalitarian. Everyone in the building follows this unwritten 
expectation except one of the building owners who is from a hierarchical culture. He 
remarked to me one day that there wasn’t much garbage in our office because the 
bins were always empty. When I told him it was because we all empty the bins when 
they are half full he said, “Good. Keep it up.”) 
  
People from high hierarchy cultures tend to see egalitarian cultures as lacking in 
respect for their managers, elders and other people of high status in society. People 
from egalitarian cultures tend to see high status cultures as unjust, lacking in 
common courtesy or arrogant. They assume that hierarchical cultures will 
automatically want to live in an egalitarian way as soon as they see how much better 
it is. In high hierarchy cultures, people think that the egalitarians have no manners 
and are purposefully disrespectful to their elders and betters. Additionally in most 



hierarchical cultures, education trumps experience so the person with the most 
education is of higher status. In most egalitarian cultures experience trumps 
education, so the person with the most experience (seniority not necessarily related 
to age) is generally the more respected one although education certainly does 
matter. Hierarchical societies tend to place a lot of emphasis on age, so the older you 
are, the more respect you deserve to receive. Hierarchy often also applies to gender 
– men automatically have more status than women no matter what their education or 
experience. 
  
Possible solutions 
  
Just being aware that a misunderstanding could be related to hierarchy can help both 
parties be more aware of their own reactions, pay attention to the reactions of others 
and seek a clarifying question to solve the misunderstanding. 
  
Some examples of clarifying questions might be: 
  

o “It seems my request was not appropriate. I hope I did not offend you. What is 
the ____________ protocol here?” 

  
o “Is this task something project managers did for engineers at your last 

company?” 
  

o “What are some of the things you expect a good manager to do?” 
  

o “How do managers give directives to their teams here?” 
  

o “Back home, how do employees respond when their manager tells them to do 
a specific task?” 

  
o “What is expected with regard to participation in team meetings here?” 

  
o “Can you let me know what I did that seems to be bothering you and what I 

can do differently?” 
  
Questions like this can diffuse anger and tension and help both communicating 
parties to focus on what they can do differently. Basically, to begin improving 
workplace cross-cultural communications, we have to start paying attention to 



cultural clues and asking positive, open ended questions to find out where the 
disconnect took place and fix it. 
  
Remember that questions that lead to clarification of assumptions are: 
a. Positive 
b. Show interest and respect for the other party 
c. Solution-focused 
  
Finding out where people are “coming from” and where you can go next is much 
more productive than focusing on hurt feelings that assume bad intent. To promote 
understanding and workplace harmony in your diverse team, give the clarifying 
questions strategy a try and see what happens! 
  
Want to stay in the loop with culture and work? 
Join our LinkedIn network group Canadian Workplace Culture. 
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